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FOREWORD

Foreword
by Brian Jardine

Thank you for taking the time to read the last 
magazine of 2019. This year we have felt the 
benefits of the move to the new factory, despite 
moving over just over 2 years ago. As predicted, the 
efficiencies of our new space, due mainly to layout 
organisation and new milling machines, have allowed 
us for quicker build times and despatch. The new 
facilities also allow us to invite customers to see us 
at Promatic HQ, tour the factory and understand 
what our company is all about. 

This summer Promatic has also invested in the 
workforce by employing 3 new members of the 
electronic team. Their appointment will aid the 
development of our new Claymate GMS III that we 
hope to launch in the New Year. 

This year we have endeavoured, as always, 
to continue listening to crucial feedback from 
customers. This encouraged the launch of the new 
reverse Ranger Chondel. We also have exciting 
plans with the development of a new Olympic 
Trap model that will allow for easier and quicker 
angle adjustment and elevation settings, and will 
revolutionise the industry in terms of reliability and 
performance. We hope to launch this new model in 
Spring 2020.

2019 saw a vital step in Promatic’s progression 
in Olympic Trap and Skeet as we supplied Trap 
and Skeet machines and related equipment for 

ISSF World Cup in Al Ain, UAE held in April and 
October. Shooters’ feedback has been incredible and 
the industry’s reaction to the machines have been 
outstanding. Furthermore, we currently have 24 
Olympic Trap layouts in the UK, many that are being 
used to train Team GB shooters for quota places at 
the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games. 

On a final note, I would like to wish our readers a 
very Merry Christmas and New Year. Don’t forget to 
take advantage of our festival deals across the range, 
particularly if you are still looking to buy yourself 
or a loved one with a passion for clay shooting 
something this Christmas. I look forward to seeing 
you all in 2020.

Promatic dates for the diary – 2020
8-12 Jan FITASC Asian Championship  
 (Sporting & Compak Sporting) -  
 Photaram, Thailand

21-24 Jan Shot Show, Sands Expo Center,  
 Las Vegas, USA

25-29 Feb  African Championship, Victoria  
 Falls, Zimbabwe

27-30 March  Salon de la Chasse,   
 Rambouillet, France

28-29 March  Gran Prix of Cyprus (Sporting),  
 Limassol, Cyprus

30 – 5 April  Essex Masters, Hepworth Hall UK

8-14 June  CPSA World English Sporting  
 Championship, E J Churchill, UK

12-14 June  Game Fair en Loir-et-Cher, France

3-5 July GWCT Scottish Game Fair, Scone  
 Palace

16-19 July  FITASC World Championship  
 (Sporting), Providence Hill Farm,  
 MS, USA

24-26 July  The Game Fair, Ragley Hall, UK



CHRISTMAS DEALS

DEALS

S P E C I A L  O F F E R

Grab a fantastic seasonal deal 
on the following trap bundles, 
exclusively for UK Mainland only. 
If you are based in Europe or ROW, find your 
nearest Promatic Dealer by visiting http://
www.promatic.co.uk/find-a-dealer or via 
emailing info@promatic.co.uk 

Super Hawk 
Christmas bundle

1 x Super Hawk trap
1 x Hand trolley

1 X Single channel radio set
900 standard clays and 400 midi clays

Delivered by haulier.  Battery not included

£1,220 

inc vat

RRP £1,660 

inc vat

Huntsman XP 
Christmas bundle

1 x Huntsman XP Simulated game trailer
All batteries included

Charging system and Flush radio included
5,550 standard clays and 2,800 midi clays

Delivered by Promatic engineer (surcharge may 
apply for South West areas and Scotland)

£14,646 

inc vat

RRP £16,183 

inc vat

£4,100 

inc vat

RRP £4,715 

inc vat

Falcon ABT 
Christmas bundle

1 x Falcon ABT trap
1 x Towable quad bike trolley

ABT radio set
4,950 standard clays

Delivered by haulier.  Battery not included



PROMATIC NEWS 

Promatic Signature 
Skeet 
History – The Market requirement for a New 
Skeet Industry Standard. 
Promatic recognised in 2011 that there was a 
need in the marketplace for a high capacity, easily 
adjustable Skeet machine that offered precise 
angles and trajectories that fully adhere to ISSF 
specification. The idea of the adjustment wheels, 
that alter height and tilt settings without the use of 
tools, meant that angle adjustment can be made 
quickly and accurately, and done simply within the 
tight, restrictive surroundings of the high and low 
skeet houses. Furthermore, we were aware that 
existing Skeet products, from both competitors 
and Promatic at that time, did not offer machines 
that were robust or solid enough to meet the 
high demands needed from Shooting Grounds 
that either held international ISSF competitions or 
trained Athletes aspiring to get quota places at the 
Olympic Games. It important to mention that at 
that time, London 2012 was soon to take place, and 
Promatic was intent on providing the best skeet 
machine on the market to successfully tender for 
the home Olympic Games.  

The first CAD drawings of the Promatic Skeet 
were made 17/11/2011, with the first machine parts 
entered into SAP (Promatic CRM) on 24/11/2011. 

The Technical Engineers ensured that the brief 
for the new Promatic ‘Signature’ Skeet were met, 
and the machine was Marketed internationally. After 
initially product testing, the first Signature Skeet 
sets were sold in early 2012 to USA, New Zealand, 
Norway, and UK. 

The Ongoing Success of Promatic 
‘Signature’ Skeet 
To date, Promatic have sold 732 individual units – 
366 sets - from 2012 to 2019.  These models are 
being currently used to train Athletes daily (Kim 
Rhode and Amber Hill) as well as being used in 
International competitions such as ISSF World Cup 
Skeet events held at Al Ain in April and October 
2019.  

The reliability, accuracy and quality of product 
have ensured the success of the Promatic Signature 
Skeet, particularly after their performance at the 
2019 ISSF World Cup in Al Ain (please see the 

following link to the Signature Skeet in action - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVMhLjwtRik ) 

This therefore has come to the attention of the 
industry as Promatic continues to receive fantastic 
feedback on the machines, namely international 
Skeet Athletes and their coaching teams and 
Shooting Governing bodies such as British Shooting.  



INTERVIEW 

Interview with 
Promatic Shooter 
James Willett 
Promatic is delighted to announce James Willett as 
the newest member of the Promatic Sponsored 
Shooters’ Team. Promatic caught up with him to ask 
him a few questions about his past achievements, 
and current plans.

How did you get into shooting?
I began shooting growing up on the family farm where 
my Dad taught me how to shoot from a young age, 
I have shot a little bit of Olympic Trap over the years 
of shooting as I started clay target shooting when 
I was around 14, but I began shooting some of the 
larger competitions after the 2016 Rio Olympics 
when Double Trap was removed from the Olympic 
programme.

Tell us a little about your past wins in the sport
In 2017 I qualified and competed for Australia 
in both Trap and Double Trap at the ISSF World 
Championships. My last official double trap competition 
was the 2018 GC Commonwealth games and soon 
after this I competed in my first ISSF trap World Cup 
in Malta. Later in 2018 I qualified for the World 
Championships team where I finished 4th and secured 
an Olympic Quota place for Australia in Changwon, 
Korea. 

This year has been hugely successful for you 
James, what competitions did you take part in? 
Yes 2019 has been a massive year for me with winning 
the Australian National Championships in January and 
20 weeks overseas competing where I won two ISSF 
World Cup gold medals in Acapulco, Mexico and shot 
the World Record score of 125/125, a Bronze medal 
in Changwon, Korea at the ISSF World Cup, World 
Champion in the Trap Mixed team event in Lonato, 
Italy and 5th place at the ISSF World Cup final in Al Ain, 
UAE. I also achieved World Number 1 ranking after the 
World Cup in Mexico which I am extremely proud of 
for only shooting OT for a relatively short period of time.

I was also recognised as Shooting Australia’s High-
Performance Male Athlete of the Year for 2019.

We are incredibly proud to have you as a 
Promatic Shooter, please tell us what you think 
of our Promatic Olympic Trap equipment? 
I have been lucky enough to compete at both ISSF 
events this year at Al Ain, UAE on Promatic equipment, 
where the team from Promatic had everything running 
exceptionally well with great targets being thrown in 
both Trap and Skeet. With the scores being shot there 
this year with 125/125 being shot in both Trap and 
Skeet it shows that Promatic are a great product. With 
this being said I am really looking forward to getting our 
Promatic ISSF layout up and running in the near future 
and training on this world class equipment. 

And finally, what are your plans for 2020?
Our Olympic selection events begin early 2020 with 
our team being announced after the selection events 
later in March, so plenty of training ahead as I work 
towards these events!



Chris Ward 
Junior Developer
Job Description 
Software development for web 
based and hardware-based 
requirements.
Background Info 
Local born, 29, former teacher/
university lecturer, background 
in AI, robotics, and game 
development

Hobbies 
Eating, sleeping, playing with pet 
cat. 
Interests 
Games, tech, motorbikes, 
psychological horror.
Sports 
Rugby, occasional e-sports.

Robert Bromfield 
Electrical Design & 
Services
Job Description 
For the next 6-12 months I will 
be focusing on the development 
of schematic drawings and 
technical documentation for 
all existing and future Promatic 
traps. I will also eventually be 
assisting the service team both 
on site and back at base when 
necessary.
Background Info  
I’m 23 from Runcorn, I 
recently completed a 4 year 
apprenticeship as an EC&I 
Technician, leaving college with a 
HNC in Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering. I have no history in 
shooting, but Promatic’s niche 
range of products and the 
constant R&D for new systems 
stemmed quite an interest for 
someone like me with a creative 
mind.
Hobbies  
In my spare time I like to “try” 
and go the gym 3-5 times a 
week after work. I frequently visit 
the cinema to watch the latest 
movies.

Interests  
I really enjoy travelling, I try 
and squeeze in a weekend in a 
foreign country every month 
or so and enjoy spending my 
summers in the sun. I am an 
aspiring DJ and have been 
learning to mix with decks for 
about 3 months now, I’m getting 
relatively good and have hopes 
to perform in the next few 
months. I also enjoy modifying 
and upgrading my personal 
computer and car at home.
Sports  
In the summer I enjoy coarse 
and carp fishing with my dad in 
local fisheries. We also try and 
travel out to France for a week 
away every couple of years. I 
play football once a week with 
friends in a local 5-a-side team.

David Wood 
Operations Manager
Job Description 
Part of the Senior Management 
Team, Production, H&S, Quality, 
Cost Control, HR, Projects, 
Change Management Promoting 
Innovation and Operator 
Engagement within the business. 
Ultimately enabling the business 
to stay ‘current’ within this ever-
changing global market.
Background Info  
An Experienced Operations 
Manager professional with 20+ 
years in mechanical and electrical 
engineering within the aerospace, 
automotive and process 
industries. A change management 
and lean specialist, within 
implementation and sustainability. 
A time served Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineer, also holding a 
first-class BA honours degree in 
Business Management, achieved 
at the University of Chester.
Hobbies 
Outdoor activities with my family 
and friends. PADI Advanced 
Open Water Scuba Diver 50+ 
dives.
Interests 
Nature – Annual Family Member 
at Chester Zoo.
Sports 
Gym – Cardio and Weights.

MEET THE TEAM 



NEW PRODUCT

Reverse Ranger Chondel

PROMATIC NEWS 

In October Promatic launched the new Reverse 
Ranger Chondel, the newest addition to the 
Sporting range of traps. This version allows 
looper targets to be thrown from left to right 
with the dome showing to the shooter, the 
current right-hand model does the opposite – 
throws right to left with dome showing. 

This new machine has been requested by a 
number of customers over the years, and we are 
happy to say that we’ve brought it to the market.

For more details on this machine, please 
contact info@promatic.co.uk 
or call (+44) 0151 327 2220.

New Reverse Ranger 
Chondel on a H-Frame. 
Ideal for Sporting and 
Compak layouts

Up close: features the same components as the 
standard Ranger Chondel 

Reverse view of machine



Comes as standard throughout the Radio Range:
• PP3 alkaline battery   • Up to 250m range    • Time solo release   • IP68 membrane keypad

STANDARD RANGE

DTL/ABT STX

Twin Channel RT2 STX

Single Channel ST1 STX

GMS RANGE
Wireless recharging handsets with voice activated solo delay

GMS Single 
Channel RT1 STX

GMS Twin Channel 
RT2 STX

GMS DTL/ABT STX

GMS RT4 STX GMS RT8 STX

STX Receiver
Includes Promatic pocket 

light/magnet tool 

Suitable for use with the 
Standard and GMS Ranges

Promatic can supply 
microphones and electronic 

scoring systems for 
Compak, please contact us 

for more details. 

Radios
Promatic now offer 2 new ranges of radio release controllers. Choose from the standard range, or GMS 
Range that features voice activated solo delay. All radios have up to 250m range and IP68 showerproof 
membrane keypads.

PROMATIC NEWS 



Once the shooting home to the 2nd Earl of Sefton,
close friend to Prince Regent George IV, the Altcar Estate

played host to a number of Royal hunting and shooting days.

Situated in a country coastal location,  Altcar Estate can offer a wide
 variety of traditional game including partridge and pheasant days.

Teams are welcomed and hosted from the private Altcar shoot lodge
at the heart of the estate.

WWW.ALTCARESTATE.COM      INFO@ALTCARESTATE.COM

0151 327 2220

EXCLUSIVE GAME SHOOTING
BREAKS AND

INDIVIDUAL LET DAYS

Altcar 148x210_altcar  16/11/2015  17:14  Page 1



TECHNICAL FOCUS 

As we approach the end of the year and look to 
the new one, now is the time to get your machines 
prepared and ready for the ‘Clay season’, to 
guarantee they stay on top of their game during the 
busy period. Like any other machines, traps require 
regular maintenance to ensure reliability, accuracy 
and product longevity so that you make the most 
from your purchase.

Follow our 10 step check list on all machines, so that 
you are well prepared and ready to go.

SAFETY FIRST
Always ensure the trap is safely disarmed and 
switched off before refilling or starting any 
work or adjustment.

Remove all clays and the main spring (19mm 
spanner). Clean the machine of all clay debris using a 
brush or forced air.

1. Knife edges
Check the knife edge height by placing a clay 
halfway under the knives. The clay should pass under 
freely with the minimum of clearance between the 
underside of the blade and the horizontal shoulder 
of the clay. Use a 10mm spanner to adjust the 
height of the inner and outer edge of each blade so 
there’s no more than 0.5mm clearance between the 
underside of the blade and the horizontal shoulder 
of the clay.

2. Throwing arm height
Make sure that the throwing arm is the correct 
height for the type of clays used. Push the arm 
counter clockwise until it points to the front of 
the machine and use a 19mm spanner to remove 
the main spring. Place a clay on the throwing plate 
under the large hole in the top plate and push the 
throwing arm up to the clay by hand. Check for 
clearance between the underside of the throwing 
arm and the horizontal shoulder of the clay – it 
should have 2mm clearance. Check the friction strip 
and replace if worn.

3. Soft fall plate
Make sure that when a clay lands on the soft fall 
plate it is adequately cushioned so that it doesn’t 
break.

4. Check spring finger and teal 
finger
Check there is no damage to either part such as 
bending or snapping of the fingers. If there is replace 
the parts. 

5. Arm and rear pusher timing
Each model of trap has a different setting for arm 
timing so refer to the Owner’s Manual for the 
exact setting for your traps. Check that the carousel 
pusher timing is correct, i.e. when the gearbox 
crank and connecting rod are in line at maximum 
extension, the rollers on the bottom of the carousel 
pusher arm should be 1mm clear of the carousel 
plate at maximum travel. If not, then adjust the 
clamp on the rear pusher shaft accordingly. It must 
be tightened before operating the machine.

Are your Traps ready 
for the Clay season?



TECHNICAL FOCUS

6. Electrical check
Check that the battery is not only fully charged but 
also holds the charge. Make sure there are no loose 
connections on the machine, battery terminals and 
Hirschman connectors.

7. Nuts and bolts
Make sure all nuts and bolts are tight. If you spin 
the carousel, it should turn and stop and not keep 
spinning around.

8. Grease, grease, grease
Grease any moving components with machinery 
grease, particularly on any moving parts such as the 
carousel joint, ABT joints and the main shaft that 
moves the trap left.

9. Casting plate
Do not get any grease on the casting plate. Keep it 
clean by wiping it with a dry cloth. Make sure that 
the front edge of the plate has not been dented, 
bent or burred. Check for flatness and ensure that 
there are no screw heads in the path of the clay.

10. Carousel Tension
Refit the carousel onto the machine. With the 
pusher arm withdrawn, the carousel should be free 
to rotate with a small amount of friction that is 
adjusted by tensioning the locking nut holding the 
carousel against the blue plastic sleeve underneath it. 
Grease the carousel shaft using the grease nipple at 
the centre of the carousel bearing assembly. Use an 
LM type grease.

Why not leave us to do the hard work? 
We recommend that traps in constant use be 
serviced every six months and at least once a year 
for lightly used machines. One of our technicians 
can visit you on site or we can arrange a pick-up 
for servicing at our HQ. We can service any model 
of Promatic trap you have. Call 0151 327 2220 for 
more details and a quote for our servicing.



from
PROMATIC

call 0151 327 2220 or visit www.promatic.co.uk to find out more

FESTIVE DEALS ACROSS THE RANGE

MERRY CHRISTMAS 

Promatic manufactures the world’s finest clay pigeon traps, radio release systems 
and an outstanding installation and support service.


